
30-Day Money Back Guarantee
We stand by our wheels 100% and are 
confident that you will be satisfied, if not 
ecstatic, with your purchase. That is why we 
offer a 30-day money-back guarantee. You 
may return your wheels for a full refund within 
thirty days of purchase. It’s that simple.

Carbon Composite Spokes
Lifetime Unlimited Warranty
Break a spoke? We will replace it. 
No questions asked.

Gulo Carbon Composite Rims Lifetime 
Limited with Crash Replacement Plan 
Gulo Composites warrants our carbon 
composite rims to be free from defects in 
materials and workmanship for the expected 
product life to the original, registered owner.
If your rims develop any problems outside of 
normal wear and tear, send your wheels back 
to the Gulo Wheelhouse and we will repair or 
replace any parts that do not conform to our 
quality specifications. Replacements will be 
with the current similar components.

Gulo Hubs
Lifetime Limited with 1-year free bearing 
replacement & free service. Please visit 
Gulocomposites.com for complete details.

The Gulo wheel system is designed 
around the exceptional characteristics 
of the Gulo G-Spoke and optimized as 
a high-performance package

The Gulo wheel system incorporates the 
Gulo G-Spoke, a triaxially braided carbon 
composite spoke that utilizes Ride Smooth 
Technology (RST). This technology 
emphasizes compliance, comfort, stiffness, 
and strength. By controlling the braid angle 
and using advanced materials, the Gulo 
G-Spoke reduces vibrations from surface 
chatter, providing a remarkably smooth 
ride experience.

With a tensile strength 20% stronger than 
stainless steel spokes, the Gulo G-Spoke 
offers exceptional durability and reliability. It 
absorbs impacts effectively, retains tension 
longer than traditional steel spokes at a 
fraction of the weight, and revolutionizes 
the game with its unique composite design.

The Gulo wheel system, combined with 
RST, ensures a buttery-smooth ride, making 
it a game-changer in ride quality.

*Tensile strength (TS) is the maximum stress a  material can 
withstand while being stretched or pulled before breaking.

*Kilogram-force (kgf) is a unit used to measure force. 

Tel: (828) 966-3351
info@gulocomposites.com
33 W. Probart St.
Brevard, NC 28712
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GULO Carbon Composite Wheelset Series
GULO’s innovative approach represents the future of bicycle wheel technology, addressing the limitations of 19th-century metal spokes with 21st-

century materials and design found in the G-Spoke. An upgrade in performance and a shift towards a more efficient, comfortable, and reliable cycling 
experience. The G-Spoke with Ride Smooth Technology redefines what riders can expect from their wheels, ushering in a new era of cycling technology.

Mountain Series 29''
Developed to achieve the ultimate ride quality, Gulo’s
Mountain PNF Series wheels offer compliance in the most 
challenging terrain. Race and trail-ready, our wheelsets are 
a sublime blend of high-performance, lightweight, and 
rock-smashing toughness. We accomplish this through our 
tougher-than-steel triaxial braided carbon composite 
spokes. Designed, manufactured, and feld tested in 
Brevard, North Carolina, home of the Pisgah National Forest.

 6.66°
engagement 
54 Points 

Gulo ETI System
Drivers:  Shimano HG 10/11sp,
Shimano Microspline, SRAM XD
6 Bolt Disc Only
Standard boost spacing
15x110/12x148

$1,795
1314g 
Recommended
tire size: 2.1 in - 2.4 in
Hookless - Tubeless Only

$1,795
1394g 
Recommended
tire size: 2.1 in - 2.7 in
Hookless - Tubeless Only

Cross-country GMX 25

Down-country GMD 27

$1,795
1465g 
Recommended
tire size: 2.2 in - 2.7in
Hookless - Tubeless Only

Enduro GME 30

$1,795
1281g 
Recommended tire size: 
25mm - 48mm
Hooked - Tubeless Ready

 GGX SL Gravel Road Cross

Gravel Series 700C
The AllTerra wheel system spans categories, bringing 
Gulo’s lightweight performance, strength, and 
compliance to all of your rides, adventures, and races. 
Whether it’s a 100 miles on haggard roads, an excursion 
into the unknown, or the biggest race of the season, 
there’s an AllTerra wheelset for you. With heaps of 
vibration damping to keep you feeling fresher longer, 
AllTerra is ready for whatever the day may bring.

Road Series 700C
The ultimate all-around wheel system for everyday riding to 
race day, delivering an incredible ride feel from the first 
pedal stroke to the last. Lightweight and nimble, strong yet 
compliant, our road series is ready to take on everything 
from all-day epics to hour-long races in the harshest condi-
tions imaginable. The ride quality, compliance, and vibration 
damping come from Gulo’s triaxial braided G-Spoke and 
RST. Our all-rounder and aero wheels check all the boxes.

Gulo ETI System 
Drivers: Shimano HG 10/11sp, SRAM XDR, 
Campagnolo 11sp,Campagnolo N3W 13sp
Disc Only

12x100/15x100/QRX100
12x142/12x135/QRX135

7.5° 
engagement
48 points 

End cap kits: 

Gulo ETI System 
Drivers: SRAM XDR 12sp, Campagnolo 11sp, 
Campagnolo N3W 13sp, Shimano HG 10/11sp,  
Disc Only

12x100/15x100/QRX100
12x142/12x135/QRX135

7.5° 
engagement
48 points 

End cap kits: 

$1,795
1225g 
Recommended tire size: 
28mm - 50mm
Hookless - Tubeless Only

Gravel Adventure GGA SL

$1,795
1323g 
Recommended tire size: 
28mm - 50mm
Hookless - Tubeless only

Gravel Aero GGA 38
32mm

25mm

38mm
Deep

30mm

25mm

23mm
Deep

29mm

22mm

28mm
Deep

$1,795
1317g 
Recommended tire size: 
25mm - 43mm
Hooked - Tubeless Ready

All Round Road GRD 36

$1,795
1368g 
Recommended tire size: 
25mm - 43mm
Hooked - Tubeless Ready

Aero Road GRD 46

28mm

21mm

36mm
Deep

28mm

21mm

 46mm
Deep

30mm

25mm

23mm
Deep

33mm

27mm

24mm
Deep

36mm

30mm

25mm
Deep
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